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Martin Luther King was a great man of power! He didn’t just waste time 

thinking about how he was going to put an end to segregation, he stood up 

and fought for the rights he knew he had but wasn’t receiving. What a 

person does is more important than what a person thinks because actions 

speak louder than words and can save a kid from bullying. What a person 

does is more important because actions speak louder than words. An 

example is Martin Luther King, he , are a difference in the world no matter 

how many people judged and abused him. His famous speech, “ I Have A 

Dream” was his main action and because of him and so many others, outer 

world has less segregation. 

Secondly, what a person does is more important because you can save a kid 

from bullying. When seeing a kid get bullied, it’s terrifying and a lot of people

are scared to interfere because their scared that if they help they will be 

looked down on. In my high school people bully people all the time. Other 

kids think about helping but just thinking it isn’t going to stop the bully! 

Taking your thoughts and delivering them can be beneficial to you and the 

kid being bullied. Stoping bullying can change your whole school and can 

help you make lots of good friends. 

In conclusion, a lot of people have a different opinions on whether its 

important to take an action or not. I believe that taking an action is 

important because it can change the world completely like Martin Lither King

and that kid that stopped the bullying. 
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